
Maths Home Learning- Week beginning 1st June 2020 

Activity 1 : Place Value (within 50) 

 Practise counting forwards and backwards from any number within 50.  

 Talk about numbers having two digits. The first digit in the number is the     
number of ‘Tens’ and the second digit is the number of ‘Ones’. 

Eg   23 = 2 Tens and 3 Ones ,  32 = 3 Tens and 2 Ones 

 Practise using 2 digit numbers within 50  and write them down as above. 

 Use straws or lolly ice sticks to make groups of tens and ones. 

 Let’s sing!  Listen to Jack Hartmann (Youtube) ‘I can show numbers in so many ways’. 

Activity 2 

 Practise counting forwards and backwards from any number within 50.  

 Think about how we can make it easier when are counting large numbers of 
objects. Which group is easiest to count? 

It is much easier to count large 
amounts when they have been grouped. 
We can make groups of ‘tens’ and count 
on the ‘ones’.  

Eg. 10, 20, 21,22,23,24,225,26,27,28 

 Use coins, raisins, counters or other small objects around your house to make groups 
of 10 and count in 10’s to find the total. Add on the extra ‘ones’. Write them down as 
shown below; 

  
10 + 10+10+10 = 40     

40 + 5 = 45 

 Lets sing!  ‘Count together by 10’s’ Counting workout for kids (Jack Hartmann, YouTube) 



Activity 3  Place Value : Part-Whole Models 

 Recap counting in 10’s. Talk about how counting in 10’s helps us when    
counting large amounts. 

 Look at the numbers below and write how many ‘tens’ and how many ‘ones’ in 
each number as shown: 

 35 = 3 tens and 5 ones   

 Try these :      17 =      21 =       33 =        47 =      50 =   

 We can also complete Part-Whole models to show how many tens and how 
many ones in a two-digit number as shown: 

 

 

tens ones 

whole number Try completing your own part-whole         
models for the numbers below: 

16,   22,   26,   34,   37,   39,   43,    48 

 Sing along with the leprechaun! Lucky leprechaun counting song (YouTube) 

Activity 4  Place Value : Comparing groups using symbols            and  

 

 Practise writing numbers to 50  

 The symbol is always open facing the biggest number. We can think of this 
as a crocodiles mouth; the crocodile always eats the biggest number. 

4 is greater than 2  

1 is less than 3 

     greater than      less than 

 Write down the numbers below and draw the symbol to show the greatest and 
smallest numbers: 

 11  16 19  15 17  13 

19  21 24  18 23  31 

 Watch ‘Numbertime: More or Less’ programme on YouTube         



Activity 5: Challenge Time! 

 Recap your new learning from this week and try to use your new skills to 
complete the questions below: 

 


